Dear Sir
My name is Jean Dooley and my husband is Wilfred Dooley, we live in Crookwell, we have a
farm on the Goulburn Road at ( Pejar area) NSW, we are within 700 mt of a proposed wind
turbine, we have 3 (three) building subdivision approvals on our property and had wished to
build there one day but since the approval of Crookwell 2 Wind farm we placed our property
on the market for sale this was about 7 yrs ago and to this day we have not had any offers
on the place, we have had it listed with four different agents over the time. It appears that
our property is not even worth making an offer on and this is because of the proposed Wind
Farm and now we have been told there is another intended on the other side of us, is this
fair, the negotiations have all been done in secrecy behind closed doors and behind
neighbour’s backs, it has made you not trust anyone anymore, people you thought were
friends have signed up behind your back and been sworn to secrecy. It appears the NSW
government and the Dept. of Planning have a wish to impose these Wind Farms on our
area, the proposals are fast tracked through by way of a Part 3A of the Environmental
Assessment Report and the local councils have no say in the approvals nor do the residents
of the area especially the neighbours. There is no research into the impact these things
have on those who will have to live very close to them. These wind farms are not efficient
and do not produce the amount of power they are reported to be doing, I know as the
turbines at Crookwell 1 do not move all the time, out of the 8 that are there, there is always
one that does not go at all. I am so tired of the fight of these wind farm we DON'T WANT
THEM NEAR US, STOP THEM, TAKE THEM AWAY, PUT THEM WHERE THEY DON’T OFFEND
ANYONE. It is not fair the developers and the host of the Wind Farm get fat and wealthy and
the neighbour’s are impacted with devalued land prices, the developers should have to pay
all the effected parties compensation this may make them think about where they are
putting them.
It appears the Government are deliberately ignoring the negative effects of wind farms so
that they can be seen to be doing something about global warming (even though wind
farms are ineffective) they are using our countryside for their symbolism and spin.
We have a beautiful property which at present we use for farming, there are trees and birds
this is how it is suppose to be, not a industrial area if we had wanted that we would moved
to Sydney or like many years ago.. I strongly oppose WIND FARMS.
We are in our 60’s and this property was to be our superannuation so one day we could
retire, this won’t happen now.
Yours Sincerely
Mrs Jean Dooley

